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in addition, granton also participated in the 2001 contract murder of troy singleton. through his work with cmb, granton had earned a reputation as an effective and ruthless killer. he was recruited by a separate gang, known as the supreme team, to kill singleton, who was then shot
multiple times in the back and head as he left a nightclub in queens, new york. the defendants, who were members of a gang called the cash money brothers, were part of a larger drug conspiracy that operated in the new york city area from 1991 to 2004. from 1991 until 2004, the

cash money brothers (cmb) operated in brooklyn, queens, and manhattan and controlled the distribution of cocaine base and crack cocaine throughout new york city. the cmb enforced its dominion over the drug trade through acts of violence, including the killing of persons who
refused to follow cmb's orders, and the intimidation of persons who sought to engage in drug dealing outside cmb's territory. the cmb, through its leadership, distributed cocaine base and crack cocaine throughout new york city. during the course of the conspiracy, the defendants

were responsible for the distribution of between 100 and 150 kilograms of cocaine base and crack cocaine, and the defendants were responsible for the death of at least two people. from 1991 until august 2004, hardy was the leader of a criminal enterprise known as the cash
money brothers (cmb) based in the lafayette gardens houses in brooklyn, new york. granton was a member of cmb and one of its top enforcers. from the time the crack-cocaine epidemic began in the late 1980s, lafayette gardens was a central and lucrative hub for the distribution
of cocaine base. at that time, the young men who would later form cmb acted as street dealers under the direction of the senior drug dealers who controlled lafayette gardens. in or around 1991, after cmb was formed under the leadership of the defendant hardy and his brother,

myron hardy, also known as wise, the cmb ousted the senior dealers and seized control of the lafayette gardens crack trade for themselves.
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from august 1995 until august 2004, the cmb ran an extensive crack distribution operation that was centered on lafayette gardens, brooklyn. the criminal enterprise distributed large amounts of cocaine base, principally crack cocaine, from the lafayette gardens houses to the
streets of the surrounding neighborhoods in brooklyn. members of the cmb distributed crack by selling it on the streets and by selling it to other drug dealers at the houses. at the houses, the cmb also sold crack to residents. the sale of crack to residents was, in part, a way to

extract rent from the residents of the neighborhood. the cmb distributed crack cocaine by hiring teenage and young adult men to sell the drugs on the streets. the cmb typically paid its teenage and young adult street sellers in cash, and, as word spread about the availability of
crack, the cmb increasingly paid young men in crack. on many occasions, the cmb hired the same teenage and young adult street sellers to sell crack repeatedly at the same location. this practice allowed the cmb to increase the volume of crack it sold. the cmb also recruited

teenagers and young adults to sell crack in the houses. in exchange, the cmb offered the young men food, clothing, money, and other items. in addition, the cmb paid them to recruit more teenage and young adult street sellers. in addition to distributing crack cocaine, the cmb was
also responsible for two contract murders. in 2001, granton was the shooter in the contract murder of troy singleton. through his work with cmb, granton had earned a reputation as an effective and ruthless killer. he was recruited by a separate gang, known as the supreme team, to
kill singleton, who was then shot multiple times in the back and head as he left a nightclub in queens, new york. in 1998, while hardy was incarcerated, his brother myron hardy was shot and killed in lafayette gardens. hardy and other cmb members believed that a rival drug dealer

named ivery peanut davis and other members of daviss drug organization were responsible for the murder. immediately after myron hardy was shot, while he still lay wounded in the hospital, damion hardy, from prison, began directing his gang members to exact revenge. hardy
ordered the cmb to murder darryl baum, james hamilton, tyrone baum, and ivery davis, all four of whom were ultimately murdered by cmb members. 5ec8ef588b
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